The Maglia Rosa 2022 is green with the
NATIVE Sustainable Textiles fabrics by Sitip, Official Supplier of the Giro
d’Italia
The Giro d’Italia is starting and Sitip is proudly confirmed this year as its Official Supplier

Italian company with over 60 years of experience behind, specialized in the production of stretch
and circular fabrics - intended for the clothing sector and synthetic warp-knit fabrics - intended for
the technical industrial world - Sitip combines tradition and innovation with a choice of sustainable
production.
Official Supplier of fabrics for the Giro d’Italia
jerseys since 2014 - and from this year also
sponsor and/or supplier in partnership with RCS
Sport of some of the most important national
cycling races - Sitip consolidates its bond in
particular with the cycling sector, demonstrating
the great expertise in the production of highly
technical sportswear fabrics, used by the largest
international active brands.
The Maglia Rosa 2022, designed by Castelli and
which will be worn by the leader of the general
classification in all the stages, is made with
technical and recycled fabric from the NATIVE
Sustainable Textiles line, produced with GRS
certified recycled yarns and low environmental
impact chemicals with a lower consumption of
natural resources, able to guarantee compliance with environmental and social criteria extended to
all stages of the production chain, including the traceability of raw materials.
In particular, the fabrics used are the NATIVE-GAME LIGHT, the NATIVE-PIRATA end the NATIVE-LEADER.
About Sitip
Sitip S.p.A. is an Italian company with over 60 years of experience, specializing in the production of synthetic warp-knit fabrics, intended for the technical industrial world, and stretch and circular
fabrics, intended for the world of clothing. The latter, specifically, are intended for sportswear and urbanwear and are able to combine technical performance and intrinsic quality of production and
sustainability, thanks to the concrete commitment to innovative and sustainable production processes, as well as to research and development.
Official Supplier of the Giro d'Italia since 2014 with the supply of fabrics for the Maglia Rosa and from this year also of some of the most important national cycling races of which it is a sponsor and/or
supplier, Sitip consolidates its bond with sport and in particular with the cycling sector, demonstrating the great expertise in the production of highly technical sportswear fabrics, used by the largest
international active brands. Continuous innovation goes hand in hand with a far-sighted corporate strategy, since Sitip makes use of the most recent technologies and the most advanced machinery to
allow continuous production and quality updating. Sustainable development is a fundamental objective for ever greater environmental quality and social equity. To achieve this, Sitip operates in line
with international certifications such as OEKO-TEX®, BLUESIGN®, GRS and adheres to the ZDHC gateway, adding to these an ISO 14001 environmental management system.
Of particular importance are the recycled items of the NATIVE Sustainable Textiles line, a technology that is applied to fabrics produced with recycled yarns and chemicals with low environmental
impact, implementing the GRS (Global Recycle Standard) standard, the result of the sustainable management implemented by the company. Sitip exports throughout Europe, Central and North America,
Asia.
www.sitip.it
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